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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
PRIORITY MEXI

1. WE IN RECEIPT MEXI-7104. IT BEING PASSED TO OODAD AND ODADired PER YOUR REQUEST.

2. HAVE DISCUSSED MEXI-7104 GENERALLY WITH MR. ALEXIS JOHNSON. HE WASHUB ASSASSOR MANN TO KNOW THAT IT NOT LIKELY REQUESTED INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE FORTHCOMING PRIOR 23 NOVEMBER. ON WASHINGTON END ODADired HAS JURISDICTION. BOTH OODADired AND ODADired ATTEMPTING FOLLOW THEIR WISHES.

3. FOR YOUR PRIVATE INFORMATION, THERE DISTINCT FEELING HERE IN ALL THREE AGENCIES THAT AMBASSADOR IS PUSHING THIS CASE TOO HARD (SEE PARAGRAPH 5 OF MEXI-7104 AND THAT WE COULD WELL CREATE FLAP WITH CUBANS WHICH COULD HAVE SERIOUS REPERCUSSIONS. UNDERSTAND FROM MR. JOHNSON THAT HE SENT TELEGRAM OODADired CHANNELS TO AMBASSADOR THIS AFTERNOON ATTEMPTING TO GIVE HIM BETTER PERSPECTIVE ON THIS WHOLE PROBLEM. WE HOPE THIS WILL BE OF SOME ASSISTANCE IN REDUCING HIS Pressured ON YOU.
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